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Aberdeen, Wash., May 14 The republican state central committee met
today to hear and pass on the contests and to make up the temporary
roll call for tomorrow's state conven
tlon. The Roosevelt men, at a caucus
which lasted until early today, decided to submit their contests to the
committee, although there is still
some doubt as to the course they will
pursue.
The big fight is being made over
the King county delegation of 121 and
the Kitsap county delegation of i3.
If the King county delegates are seat
ed the Taft forces will have a working majority, In which event a bolt
by the Roosevelt men is predicted:.
Travel On Special Train.
wo
long
Settle, Wash., May
trains, one known as the Roosevelt
and the other as the Taft special,
will arrive In Aberdeen late today
carrying the delegates from Puget
Sound to the state convention and
all the warhorses of the republican
party in western Washington. Nearly
half the seats in the convention arg
contested and the republican central
committee began hearings on tho
contests this morning.
Meanwhile peace conferences wore
In progress. Candidates for state offices were advocated In a compromise which would result In the send
delegation. The
ing of a divided
Roosevelt and Taft leaders oppose
this plan and are making all preparations for holding two conventions.
If the peace negotiations tall, the
state central committee Is expected to
Issue credeutials to all the Tatt con
testing delegates.
The Taft men will have fj'l con
trol of the call, so there will be
physical conflicts. The Roosevelt
men, in the event of two conventions
will call out of the Taft convention
nearly all of the eastern Was'unston
delegates and will have a full repre
sentation of the western Washington
counties. Hope of a compromise and
a division of the delegates has not
been abandoned by any means. Governor Hay is expected to hold important conferences with the party
leaders this afternoon.
14.-T-

Hats Are In the Ring.
Salt Lake City, May 14 All of the
hats In the ring 'at the democratic
state convention in session here today are those of candidates for
Utah's place on the national committee of the party. Six aspirants have
been mentioned. There Is little rivalry for places on the delegation to
the national convention at Baltimore
as it has been agreed that if more
than eight well known democrats
wish to be delegates the delegation
shall be Increased and the eight
votes of the state divided.
Instructions as to the choice of a
presidential nominee have not been
suggested seriously. The state convention seems content to allow its
representatives at the national gathering to act on their individual Judgment.
A majority of the delegates chosen
at county conventions to attend the
republican state convention tomorrow will go to Provo uninstructed.
The main contention there. It is expected, will be on the report of the
committee 'on resolutions. That &
part of the committee will recommend instructions for Taft and an- -
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other portion favor an uninstructed
delegation, ,is the forecast today.
It ill conceded that Senators Smoot
and Congressman
and Sutueriaud
Howell will be among the eignt delegates to the Chicago convention and
all three are known as supporters
the president.
Medill McCormick, a member ot the
Roosevelt campaign organisation, was
in Salt Lake yesterday and bad confidential talks with Roosevelt leaders of this state.
When the democrats' assembled aii
11 o'rlok It was whispered that the
Wilson men among the delegates had
planned a demonstration for their candidate. C. C Richards of Weber
county, installed at temporary chairman, took care in his opening ad.
for
dress, to give no opportunities
stampedes. Presidential possibilities
he mentioned only Incidentally, but
he emphasized the necesity for a "national committeeman in whom you
have confidence to go to the democratic president in ithe White House and
name the successors to the 'federal
bunch'."
Committees were selected and the
convention took, a recess until aftei '
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Washington, May 14. All of the
tariff bills that have passed the house
will be disposed of by the senate be
fore the end of this session and possibly without interfering with plans
for early adjournment, according to
Senator Simmons, in charge of these
measures in the senate.
"When the agricultural bill is dis- posed of we will take up the metal
ulii. Spntlnr Simmons to
om,in
day, "and after a few more speeches
we will fix a day for a vote. Naturally appropriation bills are given preference when they come up in order to
to
permit conference committees
get to work on them as soon as possible; but it Is not intended that they
shall long prevent consideration of the
tariff measures."
The Benator said the ehemteal bill
would follow ithe metal bill and after
that would come the wool bill. He
thought the debate on these measures
would not be so extended as that on
the metal bill. The general understanding 1s that the progressive re
publicans iviil dictate (he anr course
of ithe senate. The democrats are
expected to go on record for their
own bills and then accept the progressive republican measures with such
modifications as they can secure.

noon.

FOR FOURTH

HARMONY

CAM-Lj,-

OF

Des Moines, la., May 14. Declaring
Colonel Roosevelt has 'stolen 'political old clothes' which William J.
Bryan has used for years and .disguia
Bryan has used for years and, disguised in these seems likely to stampede

that

his party" the Iowa Bryan league to
day issued a call for a mass meeting
of Bryan democrats to be held in
Burlington tomorrow, the day before
the state convention.
"The standpatters, say: 'Nominate
Bryan and we will vote for him'," says
the cai for the meeting, "while the
Harmon supporters ooncede the neces-sity of running the Nebraskan against
Roosevelt If the party would win.
Bryan is the one man who has been
strengthened by defeats and, if given
a chance, will poll from 500,000 to
1,000,000 than any other presidential
nominee. He is willing and anxious
to accept the nomination if it is offered him under the right conditions."
concludes the call.
1

MINE WORKERS MEET
IN OIG CONVENTION
PA., THE FATE
OF HARD COAL STRIKE WILL
BE DECIDED.

IN WILKESBARRE,

Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 14. The
convention of the United
Mine Workers, called to consider the
provisional agreement drawn by the
miners and
of four
four operators, and which was rejected by the executive boards of the
three anthracite districts, began here
today with a full representation oi
delegates from every local union in
the hard coal fields. A majority of
the delegates were sent to the convention uninstructed.
The members of the executive board
of the three districts were in session
at the miners' headquarters until early this morning. They took up the
agreement and, while no official announcement was maae, it is known
they decided to report the agreement
to the convention without recommendation.
SIX MINERS BURIED.
Ironwood, Mich., May 14. Thirteen
men who were burled in a caveln at
the Norrie mine here last night, were
killed in the accident. All hope or'
finding any alive was abandoned wiu t
the finding of two bodies today.
Men Still Alive.
Duluth, Minn., May 14. The Oliver
Mining company here received word
this afternoon from the mine at Iron-wood that a pipe had been drilled Into
the fallen earth in the mine and that
six of the
imprisoned-- , men in the
mine are still alive. Every effort U
being made to reach the men.

1
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MAY

MARYLAND

IN

Baltimore, Md., May 14. Maryland
republicans met this afternoon pre
pared for a harmonious state conven
tion which would endorse the verdict
of the recent primaries in favor ot
Theodore Rooseevlt. The platform,
which pledged undivided support to
Colonel Roosevelt was adopted. The
16 delegates agreed upon in conference were elected.
President Taft's supporters obtained
from the Roosevelt men a concession
that National Committeeman William
P. Jackson, a Taft man, should be
before the notional convention. In the list of 16 national delegates chosen, the lines between the
supporters of the president and Colonel Roosevelt were not sharply
drawn. The Tatt men claimed that
eight of these delegates personally
favored the president's renomlnation.
The Roosevelt people held that two of
these eight delegates were really for
Roosevelt at heart so that In the
event of a possible division at 'the national convention, they would vote
with the Roosevelt delegates.

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

Washington, May 14. Senate: Met
at noon.
Resumed consideration of the agricultural bill.
House: Met at 11 a. m.
bill.
Considered
Agricultural expenditures committer
continued its investigation into charges against meat inspection service.

TAFT AND ROOSEVELT
ARE WORKING

IN OHIO

COLONEL MAKES FIRST SPEECH
AND PRESIDENT CONTINUES
HIS CAMPAIGN
.

Belaire, O., May 14., Colonei iloose-vel- t
in his liric speech c,c the Ohio
campaign today turned to the subject
of the tariff. He said thai he stood
for a protective tariff, but wished it
to bo so arranged that a proper proportion of the benefits from the tariff
will go to the workers.
"I want Ohio," he continued, "tc
SMITH RESIGNS FROM
stand with us in this fight. Mind you,
we're going to win it anyway, but I
IMPORTANT COMMITTEE want Ohio to share in the victory."
In
Colonel Rooseevlt will remain
DEMOCRATIC MEMBER ASSERTS Ohio until the evening of the primaries next Tuesday and will cover Ohio
HE WAS UNJUSTLY TREAmore thoroughly than any other state
TEDFIGHT IMMINENT
that he has visited during his fight
Santa Fe, N. M., May 14. Mr. for the presidential nomination. He
member of the is scheduled to make 60 speeches .
Smith, democratic
committee ou ways and means of the
house, yesterday denounced the comTaft is Encouraged
mittee and declared that, now and
East Liverpool, O., May 14. Enforever, he was done with the com- couraged by his receptions along the
mittee. He charged that he had been eastern side of the Ohio yesterday,
duped and double crossed and told President Taft started in today on the
them they could not lead him around second day of his present campaign
tour of his home state. Mr. Taft spent
by the nose.
This uction was taken when he the night in his private car in Steub-envillfound that Air. Burg, chairman of the
but left there early today, to
committee, had permitted the corpor- the blowing of steamboat and factory
ation commission bill to go upon the whistles, for the north and west. His
house calendar. Later, he declared schedule for the day called for visits
that Mr. Burg had told him the bill in six counties.
would not go on for at least another
day. Mr. Burg said it was a misunTaft Hopeful of Mississippi
derstanding and Mr. Smith said that
Nashville, Tenn., Mjay 14. Taft
he would withdraw his remarks as co
supporters in the republican state conMr. Burg having decceived him, but
vention today scored In the first con
that he absolutely was done with the test with the Roosevelt men when
committee "and would fight the bill to Foster V. Brown, former attorney genthe last ditch.
eral of Porto Rico, was named temThe house then considered the ijiii
porary chairman. The Taft faction
in committee of the whole and jt is of
claimed
Teaheajhe
republicans
set for passage this afternoon. It
they woujj control the state convenalso expects to take up the big bonj tion, prior to its organization, which
bill, and a bitter fight Is apt to re-opened at noon. They had a tactical
suit on both of these measures. The advantage In that one of their numspeaker appointed Mr. Campbell, a ber, Foster V. Brown, former attorney
democrat of Quay county, to Mr. general
pf Porto Rico,, had been chosSmith's place on the committee, it en for temporary chairman.
Is now asserted that the committe
While the state committee continued
is up against a fight that will require its work of
deciding between the con
the greatest diplomacy on the part of gesting delegations this morning, the'
Speaker Baca and Mr. Burg.
Roosevelt workers had a meeting and
t
planned a program of action. They
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
claimed they would carry their flgnt
Montpelier, Vt. May 14. The Ver for the seating of their delegates to
mont council of the Knights of Col- the convention floor. The selection
umlbus met in annual session here to of the four delegates from the state
day with delegates in attendance from at large will complete Tennessee's
St. Albans, Burlington, Rutland, Ben- delegation of 24 to the national connington and other cities. Prior to be- vention.
the business sessions the
ginning
"The fight has Just begun," said
delegates attended a solemn high mass
at St. Augustln's ehnrrn.
(Contalnued on Page Four)
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It's Up to the 8toek-Bolder to be True
to HU Trust

T

,

CITY EDITION.

THE SEA WON
Wash., May 14. It is believed that the barge Haydn Brown
which was cut adrift from the tow of
tug Pioneer off Oape St. Ellas, Alaska, last Friday night, foundered soon
afterward and that the eight men on
board perished.
Captain Neilsen of the Pioneer has
arrived at Cordova, and says that the
barge undoubtedly went down. For
OVER
CLASH
COUNSEL
QUE8 12 hours the tug fought with moun- FISTICUFFS MAR OPENING SEStainous seas. Fearing the tug would
SION OF DEMOCRATIC CONTION OF ADMITTING TESTIbe
lost if she continued to keep the
VENTION AT CLOVIS.
MONY OF HAVEMEYER.
cut
all the
hawser.
Through
saw
a glass Captain Nelle
IN SUGAR TRUST PROSECUTION the barge plunge on her beam end, W00T0N IS THE AGGRESSOR
r
then right herself. In another
ment a great! sea broke over
MAKES UNHANDSOME DISCOLOR
FIRST HEARING, HELD IN NEW
decks. Heavy mists shut out the
ATION ON THE FACE OF BER
YORK, CAUSE8 LEGAL
boat and Neilsen believes she went
EMBROGLIO.
NALILLO LEADER.
to her grave.

SHALL THE VOICE
OF THE

FIST PUNTED IN

Sewttle,

BURKHART S

DEAD

BE HEARD?

EYE

mo-he-

MAY APPEAL

TO THE COURTS

BISHOP

ASKS

FOR COADJUTOR

Dallas, Tex., May 14 At the an
nual council of the Protestant EpisTHE CASE LIKELY WILL BE TAK copal diocese of Dallas, which met
In this
In St. Matthews' Cathedral
EN FROM HANDS OF SPEwas
pre-- J
formal
a
request
city today,
CIAL EXAMINER BRICE.
sented by Bishop Alexander O. Garrett
asking for the appointment of a co
New York, May 14. Shall the adjutor to assist him in the work oi
voice of Henry O. Havemeyer, dead the diocese.
Bishop Garrett is now
five years, be heard in the govern- in his eightieth year and has been
ment's dissolution suit against the so the head of the church here for nearcalled sugar trust?
ly 40 years.
Counsel for the government and the
defense clashed over this question toAN
day in the first session held to take REBELS SCORE
sesthe
When
in
the
suit.
testimony
sion adjourned the question was still
undecided and it seemed likely that
EASY VICTORY
the point would be taken over the
head of Special Examiner W. B. Brice
to the United States district court MEXICAN
CHECK
1NSURRECTOS
for decision. District Attorney Wise
NORTHWARD ADVANCE OF
declared that Mr. Havemeyer's testiFEDERAL ARMY.
mony was material to the suit, while
a. m.)
the score ot lawyers representing the Jimenez, Mex., May 14.-- 110
defendants objected variously that it
Mapimi, the fortified outpost of
was privilege, Immaterial, incompe- Bermejillo, fell Into tne hands of the
tent and lrrevelant.
rebel forces commanded by Colonel
The testimony of Mr. Havemeysr Canales, at approximately the hour
which Mr. Wise sought to have writ- the rebels were retreating north ol
ten into the record was given before Conejos, according to repor;s receivthe congressional industrial commis- ed at General Orozco's headquarters
sion on June 14, 1899. Mr. Wise said here today.
Mr. Havemeyer "the ruling spirit of .Colonel Canales supported by Col
"
testified that the oBel Argumedo, first "attacked J aaa-litthe susar tru-'-of trusts" and
was
"mother
the
tariff
a ranch not far from Mapimi.
that he "was in business for himself Yesterday morning the federals were
and not for his competitors.'' The forced to retire from that position
Mr. Wise argued, "pre- into the town.
testimony,
Colonel Canales had
sented in concise form the practices but four cannon against the artillery
of the
sugar trust in build- of the enemy.
ing up a monopoly."
The battle continued until late in
The taking-o- f testimony in the gov- the day. The rebel army today ocernment's dissolution suit against the cupies practically the same position
American Sugar Refining company as it did yesterday. The federals
was begun today before Special Ex, have made no effort to move north
aminer Wilson B. Brice. This action, of Conejos.
together with the suit against the
Steel corporation,
United States
Pradillo Not Arrested.
makes two big cases brought by the
Jaurez, Mex., May 14. Francisco
government for the dissolution of the Pradillo, who carried a letter to Em-ilitwo
trusts now under winy
Vasquez Gomez at San Antonio,
in this city. Most of the evidence inviting him to come to Juarez and
sought by the government in the sug- who declared Gomez provisional presar case is understood to be of a doc- ident on his arrival, claiming to have
umentary nature.
authority for his action from General
Certified copies of the certificates Pascual Orozco, is still at liberty in
of incorporation
and increases of El Paso. He was called to Juarez
stock of the American Sugar Refining last night by Colonel Orozco, who reintroduced. These turned from Chihuahua and resumed
company were
showed that the company was in- the command Qf the town. On arrival
uncorporated in New Jersey, January 10, in Juarez, Pradillo was
1891, with a capital of 150,000,000, di- der arrest by Jose Cordova, secretary
vided equally between common and to General Orozco, but Colonel Orozpreferred stock issues, and that the co refused to permit the arrest and
capitalization was increased to
gave Pradillo safe conduct back to
March 12, 1892, and to
El Paso. Colonel Orozco held the po
October 10, 1901, the increase sition of minister of war in the Gobeing in equal amounts of common mez cabinet.
and preferred stock.
Certificates also were introduced,
Young Madero Captured.
covering the incorporation of the
El Paso, Tex.,
May 14. Colonel
American Sugar Refining company of Caesar
Canales, commanding a band
New York, Franklin Sugar Refining
of rebels at Desculorldora, Durango,
company of Philadelphia, Spreckles Mexico, telegraphs to Ciudad Juarez
Sugar Refining company of Philadel- today that the rebels in capturing
phia, and other corporate defendants. Mapimi, Durango, Sunday, made a
prisoner of Raoul Madero, brother of
the president and commander of
AUTO BANDITS SURROUNDED
in that district.
Paris, May 14. Another battle beAlberto Madero, uncle of Raoui,
tween the police and the automobile
"bandits who recently terrified Paris denied to day that the latter had
been at Mapimi in the last few days.
Is in progress at
four miles to the east of this city. Raoul, he says, is with General Huer-ta Conejos. Raoul Is 25 years old
of Bonnett, who
Gamier, the
was killed with a companion at
and a graduate of the Michigan
on April 18, after a des- School of Mines. He is second youngperate fight, has been surrounded est of the eight Madero brothers.
with a confederate named Vallet in a
Whole Post Exterminated
building near the railroad.
Garnier and Vallet kept up a conIguala, District of Hidalgo, State
tinued rifle fire from the windows of Guerrero, Mex., May 1, via Laredo,
of the building. A police sergeant was May 14. Practical extermination was
wounded.
Louis Lepine, the Paris the farte of 150 federal defenders of
prefect of police, with a large body Toloapan 30 miles from here, in two
of policemen, left headquarters hur- days' fighting April 26 and 27. The
riedly In motor cars for the scene of
the fight.
(Continued on Page Four).
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TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN NAMED
LASCRUCESMAN RULES AGAINST
UNSEATING

OF FIGHTING

SANTA FEAN.
Clovls, N. M., May 14. Prolonged
cheers following the opening strains
of "The Houn' Dawg" song played by
the convention band, left but little
doubt but that Champ Clark would
receive the full instructed delegation
of eight from the democratic state
convention which convened here at
10 O'clock this morning.
Mention of the names of Wilson,
Harmon and Underwood in an address by Governor McDonald, brought
prolonged cheers from loyal supporters among the 300 delegates, the
cheers after the name of Wilson be
ing nearly as strong as those lor
Clark. A recess of 10 minutes was
taken at 11:30 for the perfection ot
convention committees
customary
members from each county to be in
cluded on each committee.
A
fist flgnt between members of the Bernalillo
county delegation prevented carry
out the
pro
ing
gram of the convention this morn
ing. As a result Summers Burl;
hafX"TJT" Jbuquerque had his eyt
swollen shut by a blow from R. L.
Wooten of Santa Fe, and the convention spent a half hour arguing whether to expel Wooten from the delegation. A motion to appoint an investigation committee was lost, and the
original motion to unseat Wooten was
declared out of order by James B.
Paxton of Las Cruces, temporary
chairman.
Governor W. C. McDonald was
present for the opening and made a
strong address, urging members or
the democratic party to strive for
harmony, and put personal prejudices
second to party good. Temporary
Chairman Paxton spoke in favor of a
downward revision of the tariff. The
convention reconvened at 11:45.
Fight for Uninstructed Delegation
The contest for membership on
New Mexico's delegation to Baltimore
promised to be unusually lively with
more than 30 candidates In the field.
During the noon recess the adherents of Wilson and Harmon prepared
to make a hard fight this afternoon
for an uninstructed delegation. With
a prolonged struggle over the resolutions in prospect it seemed probable
that the delegates would not be selected uniril tonight. Indications at
noon were that efforts to reorganize
the state commitee a this convention
had failed.
d

DISINTERS WIFE'S DODY
Napervllle, 111., May 14. Grief over
the death of his wife so affected Clar
Hillegan of Seattle, Washington, a
former resident of this place, that last
night he disinterred her body and carried it to his mother's
homestead
near here where the body was found
in a wagon shed today.
Hilegan disappeared and the sheriff is searching for him. Mrs. Hillegan died in Seattle, where she and
her husband had made their home for
a number of years.

ef

RECORD SALE OF CITY LOTS

Edmonton, Alta., May 14. The biggest sale of ctty property ever held in
western Canada commenced here today, when the Hudson Bay company
placed upon the market about 50 per
cent of the lots in their reserve in
the heart of the city of Edmonton.
Nearly 4,000 lots are to be disposed
of. The sale has attracted a large
number of homeseekers and lnveart-tor-s
from all parts of Canada and tho
United Stares.
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Profit-Sharin-

Event Enabling You toSecure Seasonable Merchandise at a Substantial Saving From Actual

g

Worth.

That's the idea exactly a shiring of our profits with you
We aim to force our sales upward by cutting our
profits down.

Si

another of (he stirring money saving events typical of this store. A
merchandise
event purposely planned to bring this store here the buying public in a manner that will
enable you to more clearly
appreciate the fact that this store is YOUR store that WE serve your interests best-- in season and out of
season.
underpricing are our own regular stocks, the character of merchan
SThe;goods involved in this
diselhal other stores are still selling at THEIR regular prices. We reverse the
custom and MARK

Profit Cut in Liberie Waists.
Our superior showing of new waists join the
Sale.
price cutting,

This

Mid-feas-

Mid-Seaso-

n

prices in

prevailing

Sale of

n

profit-sharin- g

giving supremacy. It will and MUST convince you
of the wisdom of purchasing
immediately a whole

season's needs.
This is YOUR sale in every sense of the
May 15 and continues for 10 days only.

SEPARATE

Suits and Dresses
Sale values in our
r
Department show
very clearly how profits have been
cut off.
Our entire line of Spring and
Summer Suits, "Including what
is left of the popular "Wooltex"
Suits, ranging in price from
115.00 to $42.50, during this sale,
at a discount of
25 Per Cent
$15.00 Suits at
$11.25
Tl'8-0$1 3.50
Suits at
$20.00 Suits at
$15.00
j
$25.00 Suits at
$18.75
$32.50 Suits at
$24.35
All of our Silk and- - Lingerie
Dresses including black, white
and colors in Marquisettes,
Satin Foulards, Taffetas
and many other desirable fabrics, all well made and tastefully
trimmed, worth from $3.50 to
$65.00, all go at a discount of
20 Per Cent
$3.50 Dresses at
$2.80

-

The timeliness of this event, the far
reaching scope
of the
idea and the surprising values
provided will at once impress you with our value

?2

Mid-Seaso-

SKIRTS AT

DUCED

flfl values in Silk
V
IflUiUUwaists

word-lh- ese

.

RE-

Mid-Seaso-

Prices.

Our line of Skirts includes all the

and

One lot of new and durable

House Dresses made along the
most approved lines from figured percale, and striped, checked
or plain gingham, marked to
sell at $1.25 each, Special,

al-

most every conceivable color or combination.
No matter whether you wish a wide

95 CENTS EACH

or narrow, light or dark, thin or

A good variety of percale
wrappers in black, navy and
gray, well and neatly made, all
sizes, worth $1.25 to $1.75,

hfiavy skirt., we can fit, yau out. For

this sale the entire line goes at a
discount of

20

Special,

Per Cent

$3.50

Skirts for

$2.80

$5.00

Skirts for

$4.00

75C EACH

,

$5.00

Dresses

$7.50
$10.00

D'esses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

$15.00
$20.00

at
at

$4.00

$6.50

Skirts for

$5.20

$7.50

Skirts for

$6.00

$9.00

Skirts for

$7.20

$12.50

Skirts for

$10.00

$15.00

Skirts for

$12.00

CHILDRENS DRESSES
One lot of Children's Dresses
made from gingham, percale
and cotton suitings, either low
or high neck, long or short
sleeves, fast colors, neatly trimmed, sizes 6 to 14 years, worth
$1.25 to $2.00. Special,

75c EACH

SOME SPECIAL

A

At the very time most women are planning to
a hat we cut off part of the price. For instance
$3.75 Hats for $2.80
5.50 Hats for 4.15
6.00 Hats for

4.50

Dress Goods and Silks.

Hats for 5.25
00 Hats for 8.25

7.00

SAVINGS
st r

12

'7

-

.7
rKfc

AN GLOVES

You will not have

'in

an- -

otner chance like this to
buy your gloves with our
profits CUT OFF. Take
our advice, buy liberally'

button Kayser double Anger tip, all silk glove

75c
guaranteed to wear, per pair only
16 button Kayser double finger tip glove, good
heavy quality, black or white, all sizes, worth $1.25
$1.00
special
RIBBONS

One let of ribbons including Satin and Taffeta in
all widths and colors, worth 25c to 50c per yard, for our
n
17c
Sale, per yard

Mid-Seaso-

for the

home dressmaker.
Stylish shades
and all the popular weaves, a good
deal under usual price we share our
profits with you. All go at a discount
of 20 per cent.
10c qualities at
8c
15c qualities at
12c
20c qualities at . .
16c
.j.
25c qualities at
20c
35c qualities at
28c

Reductions on
Millinery

11

THE "FRANKEL

FIFTEEN"

Suit for men will give you the biggest
possible value for your money. Hand
tailored from all wool fabrics, they
are guaranteed to give satisfactory
service, or a
NEW SUIT FREE.
Many styles from which to choose, in
black, blue and an excellent variety
of fancy mixtures. Per suit. .$15.00

THIS SALE FOR CASH ONLY.
Four-Butto-

$12.00
$16.00

at

An exceptional opportunity
n

Here are items that ought to interest every man in the town for every
item gives evidence of boaafide
savings.
One lot of new, this season's line of
"Cluett" Shirts, fast colors and all
sizes, worth $1.75 each, special $1.05
One lot of good "Monarch" Shirts,
all sizes, good patterns, worth
$1.25 each, special
77c

.

THIS SALE FOR CASH ONLY

Mid-Seaso-

Prices

n

Nothing Exchanged or Sent on
Approval

$6.00
$8.00

at
at

All 60c and 65c Dress Goods at
All $1.25 Dress Goods, per yard
All other Wool Dress Goods at a discount of

40c

j.

g5c

Per Cent
For this
Sale our entire line of new and popular
Silk Fabrics will be sold at a discount of 25 per cent. The line ine
cludes plain and
Taffetas, Messallnes, Foulards, China
Silks and Wash Silks.
25

n

two-ton-

NOTHING EXCHANGED OR SENT ON APPROVAL

OPPORTUNITIES.
group of items at suprisingly

little prices which are proof
positive of the saving advantages
of thllfcevent.
10 yds. 12 c Dress Gingham
for
95c
Choice of our entire line of
Percale, per yard
10c Cretones, per yard
8c
18c Serpentine Crepe, all colors 14c
25c Cretones, per yard
17c
Val Laces, worth up to 8
4c
8
4c
Embroidery, for
12c Embroidery, for
8c
Lace Allovers and all. lace
dress trimmings at a discount of
.25
Pearl Buttons, worth 5c per
dozen, for
2c
10c Huck Towels
15c Huck Towels
He
20c Huck Towels
14C
15c Turkish Towels
He
20c Turkish Towels
15c

9c

Silk Petticoats at Profit Sharing
Prices.
One lot of Taffeta Silk and Messaline
Petticoats

in black
and all desirable colors, an
exceptional value at our
regular price of $2.75 and $3.00, special, each ...$2.25
All of our $5.00 grade of Taffeta Silk
Petticoats, black and
colors, made along tihe best, style lines, eactt.
...$3 75
Any other Silk Pettieoat in the house at a discount
of
20 Per Cent

l--

7c

Nine

dozen corsets including
Thomson's Royal Worcester, Bon
Ton and Nemos, broken lots and
sizes, worth $1.25 to $3.50, Special,
each

$1 00

White Goods.

Our entire line of sheer, white
goods,

both plain and
fancy weaves including a complete line of the popular
e
fabrics at a
"Lin-weav-

20 PERCENT DISCOUNT
NEW HOSIERY AT NEW
PRICES.
All manner of hosiery In
large variety of qualities.
Perfect fitting, strong and
beautiful finished. An opportunity to purchase hosiery In
at
prices.
se
35c Silk Lisle
"Onyx-hoin black, white or
mid-seaso- n

tan

25c

35c Silk "Onyx"

has Voia'LocidingStor

&.&asenwtzdjt6 Son,
Established

1862

n
Regulai
Sack, No. 747

MID-SUMM-

CORSETS.

This Sale For Cash Only

.

Men May Also Profit By These

House Dresses at Templing

PRICES

most desirable style models

Shirts and Sai,r
including a variety of the
newest popular models, all made
(jQ
from the best wash silks, choice I)CiLU

comparative prices prove that. Sale begins Wednesday.

n

Ready-to-Wea-

These popular garments are also included in this
Profit, Sharing
event. Each of these terns should interest you.
fin values in attractive silk waists of
$3 UU Pongee and
Striped
made with round necks and elbow sleeves
trimmed with Lace and Silk
Piping of
contrasting colors a very dressv nn
desirable garment, tor this 7 Vfl
tlfc.fc.u
sale, each
Mid-Seaso- n.

"

Cfl value in dainty and desirable Lingerie Waists
of unusual beauty, including an excellent
variety of the newest style models, long or 0n flfj
ipfci.UU
short sleeves, each, special

PROFITS SHARED IN SILK WAISTS.

DOWN

Mid-Seaso-

K ( 91 va'ue 'n new attractive Lingerie Waists, hr
IjllifaiU ciU(jing about 25 of the Season's best styles,
well and neatly made from good material, taste- - flKn
choice-''-

1

is just

profit-sharin- g

fully trimmed with lace or embroidery,

an event to interest the most frugal economist.

hose,
lisle heel, toe and top,
black only
25c

Underwear Opportunities.
Our underwear combines
comfortable fit and extraordinary ..wearing qualities.
Women's 10c Vests for... 7c
Women's 15c Vests for. ioc

LAt VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

Bowels are Basis
of Child Health

TUESDAY,

MAY 14, 1912.

Hr?M

the Compiled Laws of
Chapter
Ion J. Gallegos, James Macoff in.
1897, etc.; referred to committee on
Duffy's Pure Matt Whiskey
Bach name wakens vivid memories
Judiciary. April 30, reported with reo fold times and strenuous days of
commendation that it be returned to
the time of the American occupation
introducer for correction. May 1, resoon thereafter.
or
The careful mother, who watches homes of Mrs. E. S.
TO
Griffin, Sandy, ported by judiciary committee with
closely the physical peculiarities of Utah, and Mrs. Clara Mcintosh,
recommendation that It be passed.
MASTER BOILER MAKERS MEET
her children, will soon discover that
House bubstltute
Colo., are always supplied
for House Bill
Pittsburgh, May 14. Tho annual
the most important thing in connection with Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, and No! 58, original introduced by J. 1
convention of the Master Boiler Mawith a child's constant good health is with them, aa with thousands of otb Evans, April 9, an act to
define add!
kers' association met here today with
to keep the bowels regularly open. ers, there is no substitute for this tional
HEAVY FINE AND IMPRISONMENT
Jurisdiction, powers and duties
an
attendance of members from many
will
bowels
Sluggish
followed
be
my than a laxative. It is reaJlv more of the probate courts of the state of
PROVIDED FOR VIOLATIONS
LAS VEGAS WRITER AND SCHOL- cities of the United
loss of appetite, restlessness
States, Canada
than
a
New
su
during'
laxative, for it contains
Mexico, etc.; referred to commit
OF THE LAW.
AR DONATES COLLECTION TO
Mexico.
and
a
and
dozen
sleep, irritability
and perior tonic properties which help to tee on judiciary. May 7,
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
reported with
one similar evidences of physical dis fone and
strengthen the stomach, 11 v recommendation that substitute be
Santa Fe, N. M., May 14. The fol
The
Best
order.
Spring Tonic
er and bowels so that .'ttr a brief passed in lieu of original.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 14. Colonel
lowing official business was trass
May 8
At the first sign of such disorder use of it all laxatives can be
It ii a gentle, inviporatinc stimulant
dispens substitute ordered reprinted without
acted yesterday ein the legislature
E. Twltchell of East Las Ve- CARDUI
influences
that
for
Ralph
good every important
give the child a teaspoonful of TV. ed with and nature will do its own
prejudice and again placed upon the
Senate.
organ of the body. It ii especially valugas
today
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on work.
presented to the New Mex
able at thia time to rebuild the
calendar when printed
system
Owing to the absence of Lleuten
haa
that
ico
become
and
the
folHistorical
dose
rundown
and
retiring
the
repeat
weakened
LIKE
society portraits of
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
CHARM
House Bill No. 151, Introduced
ant Governor E. C. de Baca and Pres
by the lone strain of winter.
iy
Rrinc. r.
if necessary more ban this remedy before
of the old timers of this com
lowing
many
night
in
it
the
the
buying
judiciary committee April 30, an
ident pro tem E. A. Miera, Walton will
makes the old feel young
freshing
sleep,
monwealth. The portraits aro wash
scarcely be needed. You will !ind regular way of a druggist at 50 cents act prohibiting acts of
and the young strong and vigorous.
After Operation Failed to Help,
called the senate to order and Hlnkl that the child will
sexual erver- recover its accPs-- J or one dollar a large bottle family
drawinjga of uniform size, neatly fram
Sold
drucfsfiata.
br
moved that Clark be elected tempo
sion; laid on speaker's table for fur
Cirdul Worked Like a Cham.
IN SEALED BOTTLES ONI V
dealer
tomed good spirits at once and will size) can have a
ed
and
under
glass. Tey are taken
sample bottle sen! ther consideration when printed.
ray chairman. Holt seconded the mo oat and sleep
price. $1.00. If you cn't procure it,
from old daguerrotypes, painting.; and
to the home free of change by simply
normally.
let ua know and we will tell you how
House Bill No. 152, Introduced by
JonesvUle, 8. C "I suffered wttl
tion, and Clark was chosen unani
This remedy is a vast improvement addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
wood cuts, and form a priceless cc-to obtain it Write for free doctora
He was escorted to the over
mously.
advice and book of recipe for table
lection for the society. Colonel Twit womanly trouble,'' writes Mrs. J. 8
salts, cathartics, laxative waters Washington St., MoaUcello, 111. Your judiciary committee, April 30, an act
to define and punish the crime of em
Kendrick, in a letter from this place,
chair by Hlnkle and Holt.
and sick room.
and similar things, which are alto- name and address on a
chel has recently made other gifts of "and
at times, I could not bear to stand
postal card bezzlement by executors, admlnistra
K PtlFFf M
WBSBT COPAHT. tOQrBTHL H. T
Miera arrived at this juncture ana
historical material which are much on
gether too powerful for a child. The will da
my feet The doctor said I would
tors and guardians; laid on speaker's
took the chair.
appreciated and plans additions to the never be any better, and that I would
A petition from Roosevelt county
table for further consideration when
historical library and collections that have to have an
Sec. 3. After any such suit has been not passed and that No. 188 be
operation, or I would
passed printed.
with recommendation that it be pass will
asked for an additional district judge instituted
still further enhance tbe value have a cancer.
the same shall. not be dis- with amendments.
ed.
The following bills were intro
House Bill No. 119, introduced by
of the work done wtth such unselfishmissed except for good cause stiown
I went to the hospital, and they open
The committee on public property
House Bill No. 177, introduced by ness
duced :
Mr. Llewellyn, April 22, an act re
and
devotion
to the court.
L. ated on me, but I got no better. They
by
House
Substitute
reported
favorably
Senate Bill No. 137, by Crampton
the supreme court of the state Mr. Llewellyn and Mr. Morenn Mbv Bradford Prince for the past genera- said medicines would do me no
good,
House Bill No. .38, and House quiring
Sec. 4. Any person who shall vio-'fan act for public improvements in cit
to decide appeals of the substantial 7, an act to amend
Section 10 of tion and more in
building up for New and I thought I would have to die.
late an injunction issued under this Joint Resolution No. 4 the latter with
96
of
the
38th
Chapter
ies and districts.
At last I tried Cardul, and began to
legislative as Mexico, a splendid historical collecrights bf the parties to the record
a
Senate Bill No. 138, by Ilfeld, an act, shall, upon conviction of such vio- -' meadments.
etc.; referred to committee on ways sembly, etc.; referred to committee tion. The folowing are the portraits Improve, so I continued using It Now,
The committee on judiciary reportact to amend Section 223 of the Com lation. be punished by a fine of not
and means. April 23, reported with on ways and means. May 10, reported presented by Colonel Twltchell: Col I am well, and can do my own work
less than one thousand dollars and ed House Bill No. 189, favorably, a
1897.
of
Laws
piled
recommendation that it be passed. with recommendation that it be onel Ceran St. Vraln, Don Caspar Or I don't feel any pains.
. a
Cardul worked like a charm."
Senate Bill No. 139, by Ilfeld, to by imprisonment for not less than Stl substitute for House Bill No. 81, and April 24, ordered placed on calendar passed.
tiz, Antonio Ortiz y Salasar, Brother
There must be merit in this purely
House Bill No. 100, introduced by Botulph, General R. H.
authorize judges to rent chambers days nor more than six months, or that House Bill No. 150 be not pass- when printed. April 29, recommmltted
Welghtman,
ed, being a duplicate of Senate Bill
and pay for them out of the court both.
to committee on judiciary. May 9, Roman L. Baca, April 18, an act mak- Bon Nestor Armijo, General Manuel vegetable, tonic remedy, for women-- Car
dui for it has been in successful
Senator Page introduced Senate No. 72, and that Senate Bill No. 2 be reported with recommendation
fund.
that ing additienal appropriations for the Armljo, Don Juan C. Armijo, General use for more than 50
sixty-thiryears, for the
Senate Bill No. 140 by Ilfeld, an Bill No. 142, providing for the exten passed.
fiscal
it be passed.
year ending Novem- W. H. Lorlng, Colonel Christopher treatment
of womanly weakness and
Reports from the special committee
act to provide for the election of sher sion of the western section of Cam-inHouse Bill No. 18, 'introduced by ber 30, 1912, etc.; referred to commit- Carson, Dick Wootton,
Dr. Josiah disease.
on penltenitlary were presented, one
Real from Albuquerque.
tee on ways and means. May 11, re- Gregg, Lawtence P. Brown
iff in each county.
Mr. Burg, March 22. An act to
Colonel
pre
Please try It, for your troubles.
that
time
the
for
Senate Substitute for House Bill saying
examining scribe, and
Senate Bill No. 141, by Ilfeld, to
ported with recommendation that it John R. Baylor, Don Hllarlo Gonzaand
N. B
Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept. Chatta- proregulate
practice
the
too
was
institution
a
short
No.
for
was
30,
amend Chapter 97 of the Laws of
passed 12 to 2, Clark
cedure in civil causes in courts of be passed with amendments.
les, Don Luis Robidaux, Scabby Bull Instruction), and
book.' "Horn Ti apeaoi
but recomand Walton voting no, and Crampton thorough examination,
1901.
Arapahoe, Don Jose Leant! ro Perea. far Wooes." seat In plain wrapper, aa reqoas
record; referred to committee on Ju
many improvements ob
Senate Substitute for House Bil axplainlng the measure is satisfactory mending
9, reported with recomSEE END OF STRIKE
needed
and attaching a state diciary. May
viously
to
who
was
McCoy,
absent.
No. 30, to restrain and abate houses
mendation that it be passed with
Wilkes
Barre, Pa., May 14. A joint
ment
of
Warden
McManus.
Senate Bill No. 128, by Holt, a high
of assignation and prostitution was
amendments.
convention representing the miners in
bills
were
the
intro
following
license ana ioca-option bill was
passed. It reads as follows:
House Bill No. 72, introduced by the three anthracite districts assemJefferson Raynolds President
Section 1. Any person who shall made the special order for Thursday duced:
Mr. Catron, April 11, an act to pre- bled here
today to act on the refusal
House Bill No. 197, an act to create
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
HaVett Raynolds Cashier
erect, establish, maintain,, own, lease at 3 p. m.
scribe and regulate practice and pro- to ratify the tentative agreement
by
Stephen B. Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
The senate adjourned to Wednes a state board of health, to establish cedure in criminal causes
use or occupy, or knowingly peVmit
in courts he conference committee of the mine
to be occcupied or used, any building day 10 a. m. out of respect to the late a laboratory at Albuquerque; to fix of record; referred to committee on
workers, which was arranged by their
salaries
and
etc.
The
compensation,
structure, tent or place of habitation William E. Martin.
9, reported with recomjudiciary,
May
and the operators
bill was introduced by Burg and pro
or any portion thereof, for purposes
House.
mendation that it be passed with Though the sentiment of .the
delegated
a
vides
board of five medical practiof assignation or prostitution, shall
It was more than an hour after the
amendments.
on the question of ratifying the agree
whose
tioners,
shall
receive
secretary
be deemed guilty of maintaining a time set for the house to
House Bill No. 164, introduced by ment in the face of fflhe action of the
reconvene,
a year; chief chemist $1,200 a
Mr. Llewellyn, (by request) May L executive boards in
nuisance, the continued maintenance when Speaker Baca called the house 12,000
voting it down,
year; stenographer
$1,200 a year;
of which may be enjoined and abated to order. As usual after a
long re- chief inspector $1,000; deputy inspec- an act relating to district attorneys, appears to be divided it is believed
as hereinafter provided.
cess, there were rumors of impend- tor
prescribing their duties and qualifica- that a majority of the delegates will
$800; traveling expenses $1,5011;
Sec. 2. The district attorney or any
tions, etc.; referred to committee on vote for artiflcation. If on the other
ing trouble and as a matter of fact
Each
citizen of the county wherein such there were animated consultations laboratory expenses. $2,000.
judiciary. May 9, reported with re band, the convention rejects the ten
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
nuisance exists, may institute and and caucusing among various small county is to have a health officer commendation that It be passed.
tative
it is expected by the
agreement,
a
elected
for
term
of
four years. The
maintain, in the name of the state groups of members. As in the senHouse Substitute
for House Bill leaders thait the committee of ten will
bill appropriates $10,000
upon the relation of suet district, at ate, it was noticeable that many
No. G", origins
introduced
by Mr. be empowered to enter into another
House
No.
Bill
198, by Llewellyn,
Capital, $100,000 SoRPLfJiTANDnjiVlD:
torney or citizen, an action to enjoin of the democrats had failed to go to
an
10,
Campbell,
act
April
an act for the protection of game and
amending Joint conference and conclude an
and abate such nuisance. Such acfpu Clovis and stayed right on the lid.
Section 26, Chapter 63 of the laws of agreement that will be subject to ra
fish.
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- shall be based upon complaint, sworn
vote
by a referendum
1909; referred to commmittee on judi- tiflcation
After the readidng of the journal,
House
Bill
No.
199,
. n
by Llewellyn,
to by complainant and corroborated
i
lis ll'.jl
Trunin ine scope ot uood
luuiiuuuaiiuD
Llewellyn rose to a question of per an act to provide for the appointment ciary. May 9, reported with recom- Whichever course is pursued it Is
Banking.
by the affidavits of at least two cred- sonal
to
a
about
hoped
of
mendation
bring
that substitute be passed
resumption
He read a number of of a state veterinarian. The salary is
itable citizens of the county wherein extractsprivilege.
work In the anthracite field within
from newspapers on House to be $1,800 a year and 10 cents a in lieu of original.
suit suit is insttiuted. Upon the filon Time Deposits
The
House Substitute for House Bill No. the next week or ten days.
Substitute for House Bill No. 17.
mile for mileage.
strike
ing of any such complaint the court
in
have
force
been
six
70,
already
original introduced by Manuel
He read a communication from one
House. Bill No 2011. hv Sneaker
shall forthwith
htar the same and
Cordova' Apr11 10' an act reIatlnS to weeks.
of
an
as
act
which
his
to
follows,
Baca,
the
constituents,
counties
classify
proceed in all re3pects as in othe. inwas greeted with shouts of laughter: of New Mexico for purposes of fixing the title of real estate; referred to
junction cases; provided, that evi
the salaries of county officers. .There committee on judiciary. May 9, re- SOUTH CAROLINA FOR WILSON
Santa Fe, N. M., May 12, 1912.
dence of the general reputation of the
with recommendation that Columbia, S. C, May 14. Whether
Mr. Llewellyn Why did you intro are to be four classes: above $2,500,-00- ported
place complained of shall be admissubstitute
be passed in lieu of origi- South Carolina's 18 delegates to the
above $2,25U,0U0;
assessment;
sible for the purpose of proving the duce that fool amendment to the med
nal.
Baltimore! convention shall be Instrucabove
and.
less
than
$1,500,000
ical bill, you should know very well
existence of the alleged nuisance.
House
for
Substitute
Bill
for Woodrow Wilson or go
House
ted
No,
The bill carries a complete
that you can't enact, into law the
1, original introduced by W. H. Chris-mais believed to depend
schedule
of
salaries ranging from
ethics of the American Medical As
March 15, an act to provide wholly upon which faction of the
for
$350
in
counfy
first
one
surveyors
sociation, said ethics may be
funds to enable the county of San state organization Is able to dominate
thing today and something entirely class counties to $5,000 for che sher Juan to construct
bridges, etc.; re- the state convention which meets here
in
iffs
those
counties.
different the next day, or at least the
ferred to committee on finance. May tomorrow. Practically no campaign
No.
Bill
House
201,
to
by
from
ethics may change
Speaker
year
year
9, reported with recommendation that for any candidate other than Wilson
as declared at their annual meetings. Baca, Cooney and Hilton, to appro
substitute be passed in lieu of origi- has been made in this state. The
for
the
a
of
$5,000
construction
The man who is fool enough to offer priate
nal.
faction led by Governor Coleman
d Idiotic amendment and drainage canal near San Acacio, So
such a d
No. 87, Introduced by Blease, who is a candidate for anHouse
Bill
corro
county.
Doctors Advised An Opera- - the legislature that passed it should
Mr. Gurule, April 16, an act to amend other term, favors an uninstruoted
The Calendar.
to the asylum for the Insane.
be
sept
tion. How She Escaped
2361 of the Compiled Laws of delegation.
Section
Tho rival faction, under
House Bill No. 126, introduced by
I want you to know what the papers
to
the
on
referred
committee
of Judge Ira B. Jones,
J1897;
judileadership
L.
Roman
Baca, April 23, an act to
Told By Herself.
are saying about you and enclose a
30, recommitted to com- who aspires to succeed Blease in the
ciary.
April
amend
2328
Section
of
Title
AlXXVI,
few clippings the first from the
mittee on ways and means. May 9, governorship, will fight hard In the
buquerque Journal under date of the
with recommendation that convention for Wilson Instructions.
mmouLArt retail value, sta.oo
reported
Mo.
"
For more than a year 11th instant. You are sir, the laugh
Buckner,
We purchased several carloads of tbis beautiful dinner-war- e
it be passed with amendments.
I suffered agonies from female troubles
enabled the manufacturer to sire as an
large
puroneae
deaf
state.
and a very low price. We are
of the cost to"drttalfS
and the doctors at ing stock of the
House Bill No. 137, introduced by TEXAS FIREMEN'S CONVENTION
Sort
expense.'' and only ask yoa to pay aVereentage of the
with
Yours
pity,
last decided there
"Cosmos" design and
beduWtekted the
?' "beautiful
Mr. Young, April 24, an act to amend
than JM In any retail china
store. It is "guaranteed TbybotS
Austin, Tex., May 14. Delegations
was no help for me
the i'r'oleiis
manufacturer
ourselves.
Section 1, Chapter 99, of the Session of firemen from all over
Ther?.lH 5.?poD
'? Ver.f Mck ?fort.AHABEE'8 Flour. Send ua fire
unless I went to the
Texas, many
coupons
W.JO In cash,
postal
Llewellyn denied being author of
eipreea money order, and we ii.
Laws
of 1903, etc.; referred to com- of them
send you one
these beautiful seta
hospital for an oper- the amendment and wished to have
by
bands,
accompanied
oFthe &nbee 1W lttiia?tnMuy.
to
poured
mlttanec
he
China
Department
Health
is
the
foundation
of
all
on
means.
sure
Be
mittee
Kansas.
and
to
good
write your name and addreSinlalnlr
Hutchinson,
ation. I was awfully,
ways
May 9, Into the capital today for the annual
LAEABBB-Flour are also giod
.teoo?n"K1,11
looks. The wise woman realizes this
-hBogeSUwwars
valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive
against that opera- the record set straight.
reported with recommendation that it convention and tournament of their
Hilton "with unanimous consent in and takes precautions to preserve her be
tion, and as a last
GERMANEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
passed with amendments.
state
A big parade of the
association.
resort wrote to you troduced House Resolution No. 15, in health and strength through the pe-MILLED
House Bill No. 14V, introduced by local
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
department and the vUltors
for special advice memory of the late W. E. Martin riod of child bearing. She remains a
Mr. Burg, April 29, an act authorizing
In the gathering this mornand I told you just
was adopted unani pretty mother by avoiding as far as county commissioners to have lands ushered
ml"
what 1 suffered with The resolution
ing. Later in the day the convention
the
and
of
possible
suffering
dangers
bearine down pains. mously.
wfthin the county surveyed for the assembled at the
such
Presiwith
woman
occasions.
This
bv
capitol,
every
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
Petitions were read in favor of the
backache, shooting pains in my left
do through the use of Mother's better return of taxable property, dent John McKinney of McKinney
side, and at times I could not touch full crews bill and asking for an ad may
Friend, a remedy that has been so Ions; etc.; referred to committee on ways presiding. The gathering will con
my foot to the floor without screaming.
of the boundary between in use, and accomplished so much and means.
May 9, reported with re- tinue until Friday, on which day the
I was short of breath, had smothered judication
San Miguel and Mora.
good, that it is in no sense an experi- commendation that it be passed.
spells, felt dull and draggy all the time.
hose wagon races and other prize
The ways and means committee re ment, but a preparation which always
I could not do any work, and oh how I
House Bill No. 166. introduced by competitions will be held.
Senate Substitute produces the best results. It is for Mr. Skidmore,
dreaded to have an operation.
ported favorably
May 7, an act providapplication and so penetrating
for Senate Bill No. 43, House Bill No. external
"I received a letter full of kind
In its nature as to thoroughly lubricate ing that railroad employes may vote
SHOCKING CRIME
vice, which I followed, and if I had only 177, House Bill No. 168 and House every muscle, nerve and tendon in elsewhere than In the
To any one
precinct in
cash or settling in full
written her a year ago I would have been Bill No. 100, the last
Roswell, N. M.,
May 14. James
named wjth volved during the period before baby which
are
and
they
registered
quali
saved so much suffering, for today I am amendments.
Hill, an itinerant ventriloquist,
was
we
comes. It aids nature by expanding fied voters
30
will give the well known Rogers
every
days,
a well woman. I am now keeping house
necessarily absent from arrested here
afternoon
yesterday
The judiciary committee reported a the skin and tissues, relieves tender such
Plate
comSilverware
on exhibition in our winto
Triple
and
do
referred
bit
etc.;
of
own
precinct,
work.
again
every
ness and soreness, and perfectly premy
charged with the attempted rape of
on
Everyone in this part of the country substitute for the House Substitute pares the system for natural
mmittee
railroads.
9,
May
reportdow.
See
of
back
sale slips for basis of drawing.
and safe
child.
Amy Bradfield, a
knows it was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- for House Bill No. 58, the probate
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been ed with recommendations that It be The case was
Commence
table Compound that has restored me to court act.
once
particularly
shocking.
and become a regular customer
used and endorsed by thousands of passed.
The ventriloquist, who is about 45
health, and everywhere I go I recomThe committee on state affairs re- mothers, and its use will prove a com
secure
and
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
in
you
mend it to suffering women."
line of
Mrs.
years of age, lured the child into his
-.
ported House Bills Nos. 155, 104, 151, fort and benefit
No. 43, introduced by finance
FREE.
' , and
We
will
to
room in (the Grand Central hotel, of
woman
sell
ljzhe SCOTT, Buckner, Mo.
in
any
as
you goods
159 and that House Bill No. 83,
cheap as or
an act appropriating, funds which the child's
need of such a
parents are proprie
our
If you want special adYice write to be laid on the speaker's table until remedy.
cheaper
Give
us
a
we
competitors.
Mother's
of
ETAOKl for payment salaries of members tors. The child is not seriously in
wwwmmwm
next January. It reported a substi Friend is sold at
l)
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co.
for
a
you
and employes
customer.
of state corporation jured. For a time
steady
lynching was
drug stores. Write for free book foi
Lynn, Haas. Your letter will tute for House Bill No. ol.
commission, etc. May 1, received from feared. The arrest was made by forexpectant
which
contains
mothers,
be opened, read and answered
on
The
committee
education asked much
by a
senate and referred to committee on mer Sheriff Charles L.
valuable information.
Ballard, who
woman and held In strict confidence, that House Bills Nos. 12 and 144 be
IS 40 FIELD REGULATOR CO., Allaata, Ga. ways and means. May 10, reported turned the man over to the sheriff.
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Country folk for miles about were on
life boat and was picked up in the
CALIFORNIA WILL NAME
hand.
ROOStVELT
TAFT
AND
morning. One thing that surprised,
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
"Did you ever think what an awful,
many was the tact that he experiencESTABLISHED 17t.
ed no ill effects from the exposure
WORKING IN OHIO thing it would be for this country FAVORITE CANDIDATES
If the Lord were to reach down his
Published By
and privation. With the exception of
hand and lift Mr. Roosevelt to tne
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
half an hour, when he was waiting
STATE TODAY VOTE8 AT PREFERrealms of the blessed auu deprive us
(Incorporated)
for dry (iothtek. he was not in bed
(Continued From Page One)
PRIENTIAL PRESIDENTIAL
of his company?" asked the president
from the tints1 he left his own ship
MARIES
EDITOR until he lansd in New Yorn.
The crowd laughed. "As a sou of
Roosevelt leaders, who contend they
M. M. PADGETT
"I have hesc told by man " stat- are entitled to 52 delegates given the Ohio," the president said, "1 ask tor
14. Clear,
San Francisco, May
A little girl in the
ed Mr. Llgkialler, "that they cannot Tatt forces by the state committee. a square deal."
bright weather throughout the state
understand vlpow I maintained my Taft men, who assert that they would crowd asked the president to write a and early reports of many votes cast
mental eciwtnbriuni und.-- r so great a have a majority even if the Roosevelt note to the students of tne city high at all points indicated a heavy vote
Entered at the poatofnce at East strain. That is because the? do not delegates won all their contests, say school. Here is what the president
today at California's first presidential
Ui Vegas, New Mexico, for traasrnls undt tain nd the source of my there is no doubt the four delegates wrote:
preferential primary election. There
mails
rton through the United State
"Stand always by all the people, are five tickets of 26 candidates each
strength."" "He "added that this mas- from the state at isrge to the nation
as second claae matter.
ter:, wilt, due entirely to Inn study oi al convention will be instructed for the constitution and the flag." "Mr. in the field, Taft, Roosevelt and La
Roosevelt's hands are not red with Follette heading the groups on the reTaft
Mrs. Kefy's teachings
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the blood of the bosses, ' Mr. Taft publican ballot and Wilson and Clark
On. of, fcta first acts after reaching
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
Dally, by Carrier:
as the train pulled away from on the democratic.
a
was
to
said,
copy
VVaslnntflto'ij
purchase
Roosevelt Comes Back Strong
&
Per Copy
unTktbt
show you.
and of "Science and
With the exception of the Taft canSteubenville, Ohio, May 14. A the Salinville station, where an
16 of the
One Week
was
made.
scheduled
Scriptures',"
to
the
stop
have
all would-b- e
crowd of several thousand persons
Health, With Key
delegates
didates,
65
One Month
to replace one he had lost To gathered in front of the court house
filed wlth-th-e
secretary of state pledgGo.
Machine
Las Vegas Automobile
One Year
OLD BOYS MEET
him these were textbooks on law, here to hear Colonel Roosevelt
In convention for the can'
vote
to
es
thirty-thir14.
Dally by Mall
The
Boulder, Colo., May
law o"
"Our opponents contend against the
didate In whose column they appear
00 not the law of physics, but the
One Year
annual encampment of the De- on the
of
whicu
the
the
metaphysiffe,
said
avsllabillty
bread
butter
and
ballot, in accordance with a
brigade,"
A'halen, & Fowler Props
Ph jne Main 344.
0
BU Months
of Colorado and Wyoming
he had proyed.
colonel. "We have 'to contend against partment
of the primary law making
provision
This officer did hot attribute his the big bosses and the special inter 0. A. R. opened here today. Comman- such pledges optional. The discovery
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
rescue to a "miraculous Intervention." ests. I wish to see Ohio take the der Dexter T. Sapp, in behalf of tht a few days ago that the Taft dele,
GROWER
He did not believe that the Creator lead, as it took the lead in its extraor- veterans, responded to the welcome gates were unpledged caused Roose2.00
One Year
means ol dinary vote in 1904 when I was run- extended by Mayor E. D. Webb. Rou- velt supporters to charge a plot to
100 governs His Universe by
Blx Months
fl tine business occupied the attentioc evade the
law, and that it was not necessary ning for president.
provisions of the law and
of the visitors for the remainder a'
own
in
law
His
alludto
Mr.
Him
Taft
for
"I
see that yesterday
suspend
obtain one or two delegates, in the
(Cfesh In Advance for Mall SubscripTonight a camp fire is event of Roosevelt carrying the state,
order to manifest His goodness.
ed to me as a demogogue and as an the day.
tions)
at
which Commander Sapp, but
scheduled
ol
to
some
me
He nad acquired
degree
it is not clear that the provisloi
egotist. That will not tempt
Remit hy draft, check or money
H. S. Vaughn, U. S. Hollister and T.
I
to
not
want
will
we
kind.
But
a
in
is
law
there
retalatlon
that
of the law would make this possible.
any
understanding
order. If sent otherwise
.1. Downen will be the principal
above the physical; in other words, point out that four years ago Mr.
Distributing
The entire Hat of delegates is being
te responsible tor Ion.
alon
these
A
not
discovered
the metaphysical.
Taft had
things
voted upon throughout the state, al- superior law
Agents
Specimen copies free
WAGONS
ways annuls an inferior one; there- about me. I stand now where I did
though selected by twos from each
fore, the Inferior one is not really then. I have not changed my position.
congressional district, with four chosAN
en at. large. Four women appear In
ILL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT law at all, and has power only so 1 preach exactly what I preached REBELS SCORE
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
each list of candidates, except that of
long as the existence o- - the superior four years ago and Mr. Taft didn't op
PAID FOR.
law Is unknown.
Woodrow Wilson. A number of wopose it then."
IMPLEMENTS
Colonel Roosevelt went on to sal
It should be remembered that the
men have been appointed on the election boards through the state. The
Advertisers are guaranteed the word "miracle"
originally meant that four years ago every "big boss''
results of today will be final and there
largest daily and weekly circulation "marvel," and comes from a root was against Mr. Taft, but that no
(Continued from Page One)
will be no staite conventions.
of any newspaper in Northwestern word meaning "to wonder." Now, we they were all for him. "We who be
SADDLES
VEHICLE
New Mexico.
wonder or marvel at things we do lieve in the right of the people to
Voting was lighter than had been
KuH Line of
situation here is critical. This dis
SEEDS
in
San
HARNESS
not understand. If we did understand, rule," he said, "are against Mr. Tafc.
forenoon
the
has been cut off from all com expected during
TELEPHONES
estiThe bosses haven't changed. We trict
the
Francisco.
would be gone.
wonder
Registrar
Zemansky
munlcation since April 12.
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mated that about 85,000 votes would
The marvelous things that were o.. haven't changed. Mr. Taft has chang
8
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ed.
left
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of
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has
be cast out of a total of 106,000 regis
progresoccurence
in
centhe early
frequent
Socialists Denounce Madero
N. M.
tered
turies have been largely misunder- sives and has gone over to the side
Indianapolis, May 14. On appeal of
The
which
the
bosses
to
for
have
seems
Roosevelt
The
stood in these
fought.
camp
later centuries and
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L (Jutierrez de Lara, represemtiing the
the best organized force getting out
have resulted in two sets of opinions, boses have studied Mr. Taft and have
of Mexico, the socialist na
sooialists
the vote. Roosevelt workers were in
one that they occurred but were in made up their mind that he Is just
tional convention In session here toevidence at nearly all tthe polling plae. and control of the liquor business are
contravention of law; the other that about their kind. He no longer stands
K. OF C OF MONTANA
to
draft
eoramitee
a
day instructed
Great Falls, Mbnt., May 14. The
they never occurred because law Is for the cause for which Lincoln stood. resolutions against American interven- es early today, while no Tft workers to be discussed at the annual couven
"He may call me every epithet he
immutable.
appeared except in the residence
tion of the National Wholesale Li- Montana division of the Knights of
tion In Mexico.
Christian Science makes It,, plain chooses but I am the same as I was
quor Dealers' association, which met Columbus met in annual session here
de
said
a
few
"Within
Lara,
days,"
that these alleged phenomena were four years ago when he could not
in this city today for a three days' today with delegates in attendance
"the Mexican revolt will succeed and
entirely feasible, and that jfoey were say enough for me. Mr. Taft can at the land will be given to the owner-schi- p WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS
session. Prominent representatives representing the local councils of tho
in accordance with law' that law tack me for any of my public acts, but
May 14. Plans for a of the trade from nearly all the large order in Billings, Lewiston, Helena,
Philadelphia,
of its Wllers." He denounced
changes not, and is therefore opera he ran four years ago on the record 'President Madero as a "scion of the nation-widcampaign to educate the cities of he country are in attend- Missoula and other leading cities of
administration
and
he
is
of
estop
my
the state.
tive today and always. Saiu he who
people in favor of license, regulation ance.
aristocrats."
spoke with divine sanction: "Think ped from assailing me on the record
nnf than am come to destroy the of my administration ofkWhich'he was
wha.tT
law; I am net come to destroy, but a part. . He can not now with honor
to fulfill." William S. Campbell, in turn and oppose acts of the administration while he was in the cabinet."
A great deal has been said of late Washington Post.
about the miraculous escape of certain persons on board the Titanic, NEW
Speaks in Canton
YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
and speculation as to why others
Canton, Ohio, May 14. In Alliance
New York, May 14. United States
were not so miraculously saved. The
automo
Steel led the stock market during the president spoke from his
Post a few days ago quoted a Chicago
rain
was
half
bile.
he
Before
through
the morning session today both as
gentleman who was visiting in Washcrowd
the
to
fall
but
stayed.
regards strength and activity. The began
ing as saying: "We are told that rise
Mr. Taft's reception here was one
a
'the prayer of the righteous man the partook largely of drive against of the biggest of his preseut trip.
short
which
interest
had grown in
availeth much,' and it would seem the last few
Scores of manufacturing plants had
days by reason of the
that others should have been saved
a half holiday and the public
government's inquiry against the cor granted
was packed with people.
by a miraculous intervention. But the
square
poration.
ways of Providence are past finding
"I do not know where I could make
There was further realizing in Leout, and we can only wonder at the
my
appeal with more force and right,"
high Valley and Reading with reac
the president, "than in the home
said
mystery of it all."
tions In American Can common and
It Is entirely reasonable that Buch preferred. American Tobacco and In- of that president who was my friend
William MJcKinley."
questions should arise. If the Bible ternational Harvester
some
is true, and this is the general con- heaviness. The bond displayed
The children in the crowd were un
market was ir'
sensus of opinion, then why cannot
and the president, speaking his
ruly
except for a rise of almost
of hoarse
its statements be relied on'.' The regular
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with
loudest,
handicap
four points in the Dupont powder 4
ness, called for quiet.
Scriptures abound with promises of bonds.
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May it
thing wrong
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demand for New presidency," said
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promises may be realized?
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bold proposition that there Is a scien in International Harvester gave color an auditor.
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tific method of determining the ex- to the old report of a probable setistence of a metaphysical or spiritual tlement of the suit Instituted by the I'm running against him," replied the
"Did you ever
law, and its availability for human government, but of (this there was no president, smiling.
need. It is proving its proposition confirmation. Announcement of an- think what would happen if the Lord
15-1- 6
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assurance of greater things in the metal failed to strengthen the copper the realms of the blest?" asked Mr.
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TOM FLANAQAN TO

The Prescriplionist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription ruling. Every
prescription leaving our
tore is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
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WINTERS DRUG
Pboue Main 'a

NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS
fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard. '
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.
30 inch

Hoffman

&

Graubartb

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agentt or The New Ide

10c

Parterm

PKorve Main 104.

PERSONALS
HANDLE JOHNSON
A. H. Lujan left this afternoon on a
short business trip to Santa Fe.
Archie Holt was In Las Vegas today from bis home in La Cueva on
busineas,
Jose Sena, who has been In Lae Vegas for several days, returned to his
ranch In the lower country today.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Harrison and
family are visitors in Las Vegas from
their home in Grand Rapids, Wis.
Lieutenant Governor B. G. de Baca
came in last night, being called tc
Las Vegas by the illness of bis moth
er.
;
A. H. Warren of Albuquerque was
In Las Vegas today on business, having arrived from the Duke City last
night.
A. R. fetrelcher, a prominent dentist
of Raton, came In last night from the
Gate City and was here today on
business.
P. B. Kaler, assistant Santa Be
in La
chemist, with headquarters
to Las Vegas today on
Juhtai
business.
G. J. Wolff and A. C. Raised came
in yesterday from the . government
planting station In the upper Gallinas

MAN WHO TOOK CHARGE OF COL-

ORED

BOXER'S
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Big
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ART NEEDLEWORK
ART GOODS.

RENO WILL ALSO BE HERE

Perhaps it is patriotic devotion:
mayhap it is a superstition born o
bis nogro blood, but, at all events.
free lessons in
Jack Johnson Is planning to arrive
Embroidery and crochbt
iu Las Vegas for bis bout with Jim
mie Flynn in defense of the title of
D. M. C. Crochet Cotton
heavyweight champion of the world
cn a national holiday. The bout is
Cordonnet for Crochet Work
scheduled for another national festivBed Spread Cotton
al Remembering that his victory
a
over Jeffries was scored upon
Charming New Patterns
Fourth of July when flags were waving, Johnson has arranged to arrive
Fringes and Cluny Laces
here for his second Important match
Art Linen in Ecru and White
on Decoration Day, May 30, when the
flags will be flying and the bands will
be playing. It may be the colored
champ thinks he has a hunoh.
FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
Johnson will place hia business af
MAKES
fairs and his confidence in Tom Flanhad
who
Can.,
of
charge
Toronto,
agan
Burnt Wood Candy Boxes. .5c
of his camp at Reno and who looked
after the financial end of the big bout
Burnt Handkerchief Boxes . 2oc
there with Jeffries two years ago.
Canyon.
Burnt Wood Necktie Boxes IM
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, assistant Flanagan today wired Jack Curley
Santa Fe solicito'r in New Mexlc , that he would reach here on June 1
And many other styles.
was in Santa Fa yesterday on offi- to look after Johnson's interests. Flan
Tom
agan is trainer and manager for
cial business.
SEE SAME DISPLAYED IN
MaraW. A. Golden of Denver and P. J. Longboat, the famous Indian
OUR SHOW WINDvvVS,
in
world
the
is
noted
and
runner
thon
Moran, postofflce inspectors, were in
Las Vegas today, having arrived last of sport.
In his message to Curley Flanagan
niftlit from Santa Pe.
Ike Appel left this afternoon for announced that he would insist that
Philadelphia on a business trip In the Johnson make 215 pounds for the
5C
interests of Appel Brothers, dealers fight with Flynn. Flynn's trainers
in general merchandise.
announced today ithat Flynn posltivf-lGeorge Cowherd, a Santa Fe official would weigh at least 190 pounds when
OPPOSITE WELLS FARGO
'in the mechanical department, with trained down to the pink, of condiCO. OFFICE.
headquarters in La Junta, came to tion. He may step Into the ring
last night on business.
weighing 195 or 200. At all events,
in
a
the discrepancy In weight will not be
the city
After having been
sufficient to give the black man anj
on
of
a
days
shopping trip
couple
left this morning for his great advantage. His trainers say PARTY OF BRITISHERS
that If the lighter fighters can give
home in Apache Springs.
A. T. Payne, superintendent of the away from five to ten pounds and
WILL VISIT THE CITY
western division of the Wells Fargo get away with it, Flynn, being a
Express company left last night fov heavyweight, will not feel embarrassed by a difference of from ten to 20 LONDONERS WILL ARRIVE
Albuquerque' and Las Cruces.
HERE
W. R. Forbes, chief deputy United pounds between his weight and that
THURSDAY TO GET GLIMPSE
States marshal, of Albuquerque, ar of his antagonist. Being somewha!
OF WILD WEST.
rived last night from the Duke City shorter than Johnson, Flynn believes
he will have the advantage. His styin
and was a visitor in Las Vegas
To get a touch of real western life,
of fighting is the bore-ivariety and to see the beautiful scenery of this
Mrs. D. J. Leahy and children re- his shorter statuture will enable him to section of the new state,
and, incl- turned this afternoon from Raton hand Johnson some stinging punches ueuiany io visit the scene of the
that are likely
where they have been for several to the
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Francisco
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to New York City. The Londoners
they will join Mr. Fugate, who was sparring partner. Charles O'Malley, will arrive here on Thursday, May xti,
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fast heavyweight, who will do some visiting ranches and
asent at that place.
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'anOs of Denver.
The Flynn trainers friends will
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The Btate council of the Knights or the big ring event except In the houS ping place on their trip around the
Columbus composed of two delegates of training and the entertainer VS'l globe, and at the request of Mr. Mor-rl- s
that Las Vegas will be heats to
from the four councils, to Albuquuer help a whole lot in that direction.
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Mr. Morris and the
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gas and the state officers met this the Flynn household. If the boys
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They tried hard to keep it quiet,
Those who attended the meeting to with Flynn when the hard training
but there was a leak somewhere, and
day were O. N. Marron of Albuquer begins.
que, Robert Boyle, T. F. Murphy and
The bad weather of the last two today it was learned that on last
Dr. W. R. Stretcher of Raton, J. J. days has not caused any gloom n the Thursday morning Miss Minnie RobSchenk and M. C. O'Hara of Las training camp. Flynn rather enjoys erts and P. L. Steinfeldt, both of
Cruces, and Dr. W. R. Tipton and P. his runs and walks in sp!te of the Mora were married at the home of
J. Emenaker, who represented, the snow and his Uafurs areuick to use Mrs. Theresa Brash, on the corner ot
Las Vegas council.
every means of preventing stiffness. Eighth street and Columbia avenue.
Mr. Marron left this afternoon ior
Yesterday a large number of pic The young couple came to Las VeClovls to attend the democratic state tures of Lae Vegas scenes were sent gas Wednesday on the pretext of de
oonvention, but the other delegates o the Cincinnati Enquirer in response siring to attend the performance of
wiil ipmato over until later trains to a request from the fporting ed!o.-o- f "The Barrier," having planned to get
married on the quiet, and kept the
that paper.
lght or; tomorrow, visiting brother
jBww t
secret until next September.
knfjrhts and other friends in th? rity.
Vt M
They used every means to keep
Everybody reads Tnt Optic.
Old papers for sale. Optic office. their secret Mr. Steinfeldt and bride
mid-sectio- n
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DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte

Bill in the State.

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

HUB S
REDUCTION SALE
Weather We

On Account of Unseasonable

are Going to Reduce our Stock, Offering ANY
SUIT IN THE HOUSE FOR

STORE

5-I0-2-

n

Cafe De Luxe

AND

For the Next five Days Commencing Tuesday the 14th and ending Saturday the 18th.

AT THE HUB
took the precaution of attempting to
have the marriage license suppress
ed and pledged Dr. Simon Peiper, who
performed the marriage ceremony,
and others who witnessed the affair,
to secrecy. But the news leaked.
However, It doesn't make much difference! except to spoil the fun of
keeping their marriage a secret. The

Back. He went to Mora five years
ago from his former home in

young couple's engagement had been
announced and the wedding was to
occur next September, and it was at
the time set for the wedding that the
newly-wqd- s
had planned to divulge
the secret of the marriage. Mrs.
Steinfeldt is the sister of Mrs. Morris Back of Mora. Mr. Steinfeldt is
an employe in the store of Morris

DEMOCRATS MEET IN UTAH
City, Utah, May 14.

Salt Lake

Democrats of Utah assembled hero to
staite convention today to select the
delegates to the national convention

RE-ELEC-

MADE

BRAIDS AND PUFFS
-T-

O

-

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make

up your combings.
AT TAIGHERTC
VEGAS 340

PHONE

TAX PAYMENT8.

Notice is hereby given that all unpaid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
delinquent on June 1, 1912, and on
and after July 1, 1912, will be subject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
of delinquent taxes will be made and
published after July I, 1912, penalties
and costs will be added; Judgment?
recovered and Droperty on which
taxes remain unpaid, Will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
1912.

BUGENIO

ROMERO,

Treasurer, San Miguel County, N. M
MONEY TALKS NOW.

Two frame houses ou two lots close
In. You can rent one house and live
to the other free. Price now J1.6U0.
You don't need all cash.
Investment and Agency Corporation,
Main 40.

.

LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending May 11, 1912:
O. E .Brooks; Gerardo Flores; L
N. Hindrenr A. H. HUlyer; W. E.
Mrs. Elsabelllta Munis; Merce
Marez; H. M. Newell; Miss Lola Nie-to- :
' Senor Don G. Manuel Naranjo;
Peter Rotler; D. C. Smith; Jim Shel-toCrecenciana P. de TruJIllo.
When calling for the above please
ask for "Advertised Letters,"
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
ADVERTISED

Hol-com-

PAY DAY
WED. AND THURS.

15-1- 6

WE WIL LHAVE SPECIAL PRICES ON EVERY ARTICLE.
ONE DOLLAR
A

WILL GO AS FAR AS TWO

few of the many Bargains

Mercerized poplin all colors
35c
Mercerized fancy Waisting
35c
All Wool Cashmeres all colors
65c
All Wool Serges 36 in. all colors
75c
All Wool Suitings 36 in. all colors
75c
All Wool Serges 54 in. all colors $1.50
We have

19c
quality
19c
quality
39c
quality
49c
quality
49c
quality
quality $1.10

taffatas, messalines, Foulards Crepes and Satins in all colors

and widths at greatly reduced Prices.
JUST THE THING FOR GRADUATION

DRESSES AND EVENING

COATS AND PARTY DRESSES.
JUST RECEIVED

A

LARGE

LINE

OF

LAGE

COLLARS IN

WRITE

ANO ECRU IN ALL

SIZES FROM 50C UP.

CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE

The Store That Sell For Lesa

A

mm mm

VIOAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

FROM THE CAPITAL

TAFT TO ASSIST
ROADS CAUSE

GOOD

BE A LEGAL

14, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
F. M. Goodln, Three Rivers, N. M.
one two year old red mot.
tley faced, yellow spot on left side,
heifer, weighing 600 lbs., and 7 feet

44'--
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May 18. Flores was convicted of
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10 days after last appearance of this
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CATTLE
Reds 10c. Chicks from selected
BOARD.
The case was taken on appeal upon dent Taft, as honorary president of
to his support. Among them are J.
N. M.
stock 15c. AH strong, vigorous
Albuquerque,
Ham. Lewis, democratic
candidate the appointment by the court of a re the ooneress, will make an address. ist pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
chicks.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage
for the United States senatorship of ceiver. Petition made fox appointment The other speakers will include some
Kan.
City:
Illinois; Lincoln Steffens, the maga- of receiver was made on the ground" of the leading government officials,
Estray Advertisement
zine writer, and former United States that the company was insolvent and diplomats, engineers, and railroad and
20c per ids id.
lbs. or Mora, Eaoti Delivery
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
LOSS I be. to 2,00
26c per 190 Ike
Senator Pettigrew, of South Dakota. the court appointed a, receiver upon automobile men. The convention will may concern that the following debe., Eastl Delivery
Notice is hereby given to whom it
SOc per !M Is
2SS Ids. te 1,00 lbe Eact- Delivery
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boys, and bring them in hern, through
at the chance. Your plantations join, was the flash of a polished barrel, a
that broken window. They are in the door," explained Jones.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
sharp report, the whirl of smoke, and
"That's right, I did. You'll do Just an' he's a King's officer."
orchard to the right, and there are no
went
the
brute
over
backward
a
Go
well.
as
chair,
an'
"Listen
to
the
up
Move
stairs,
me, sir," she broke in,
bring
lively, but be
guards in front.
girl down. She's with the old man, now cool and determined. "I'll give crashing to the floor, with hands flung
quiet
Culbersonis guarding the door. you my answer. I have already given high over his head. I was aware of
"What Is it. Major?" .asked young an'
not
Better
what
she's wanted for. it to Captain Grant. I will not marry the swift rush of a body past me, of
say
Mortimer, eagerly.
I must get Just tell her Captain Grant wishes to him not even to save this house from steps going up the stairs, and then,
"I can't explain now
a yell, my men poured out from
back where I can see and hear. But speak to her a moment."
destruction; ,not even to release my with
Jones straightened up, and pushed brother from your hands. We can the library into the hall.
there is going to be a fight. Hold the
men ready here until I call. See that past the preacher, the stairs creaking suffer, if necessary, for we are of a
under his weight as he went up over fighting race, but I shall never yield
their weapons are in good order."
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
Grant arose, and stood to threats."
I caught the glint of his eye, but my head.
out
window
the
into the glow
She swept past him, around the end
could wait no longer.
Indeed I was looking
Capital Stock,
MICHIGAN DEMOCRATS
scarcely back, snuggled under the of the sunshine, and Jenks dropped of the table, and confronted Grant,
Bay City, Mioh. May 14. Many delchair, still staring who drew back a step, scowling.
tun, when Bin came forth, gripping Into the nearest
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
table at Fagin. For the
"So this is your way, is It, to win a egates have put in an appearance for
k collar of his prisoner's coat, and croBB
I
flr8t
time
seemed
woman
you cannot gain by
lj entirely grasp
fair the
democratic state convention.
urging him down the hall. I crouched
lower, the morning light threatening lne situation, i got to my feet, yet means? No, there is no need of vour which will meet here tomorrow to se
Wm. G. Haydon
President
to reveal my hiding plae. yet with dare not, move 80 much as a step, for answering; I understand the whole
to the na
the delegatesa-t-larglect
H.
W.
Vice
u
You
uie
scheme.
President
b"
Kelly
mind more at ease, now I knew the
ap despicable
"""is
aauwuj.
masqueradmen were close at hand. Within five Parently would be better to wait until ing as a prisoner of this creature! tional convention at Baltimore. The
D.
T.
Hoskins
Treasurer
minutes the entire squad would be after the girl came down stairs, until You are his puppet. I've known It for Ml son forces will make every effort
crowded into that room, eager for those in the house were all together, months. I learned the truth from ro have ithe delegates Instructed for
Interest Paid on Deposis
(trouble to begin. Probably Fagin did before we struck. I wanted to know Eric, and from that moment I despised the New Jersey governor, while the
you an hoD0F- - Harmon and Clark followers will ugh
fellows in tfw what she would say, how she would
J."
bel,eved,
I va
act, when she understood what waa
n treat vou
tor an timnstructea Delegation.

By HANDALL PARRISH
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Dried Fruit Special

LOCAL NEWS

WE OFFER ALL THIS WEEK

dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Try
at the Opera Bar.

All New Goods.

Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall,
Wednesday, 15th, admission free.

Fancy Evaporated Whole Peeled and Cored Apples per lb. 18c
15c
Fancy Evaporated Alden Sliced Apples per lb
12c
Fancy Sun Dried, Quartered Apples per lb.
20c
Fancy Apricots per lb.
20c
Fancy Evaporated Nectarines per lb
18c
Fancy Evaporated Muir Peaches, Extra Large per lb
13c
Fancy Standard Evaporated Peaches per lb.
18c
Fancy Evaporated Pears, Halves, per lb
11c
Fancy California Cooking Figs per lb
20 to 25 Size, Silver Prunes per lb..
20c
40 to 50 Size, California Prunes per lb
14c
60 to 70 Size,
12c
"
"
" "
80 to 90 Size,
10c
100 to 120 Size, "
.8c
.

IKE DAVIS
.

. .

THE CASH GROCER
Phone Main

I5--16--

193

. . .

or Main 194.

FOR CASH

-17

pound sack Cream L Flour .
Ji.,
pound sack Cream L Flour
Undoubtedly the beat flour value in this market.
60 pound sack Lilly Flour
25 pound sack Lily Flour
50 pound sack Lily Flour
j
25 pound sack C. C. Flour
100 pounds beet sugar .
.. ..
15 pounds beet sugar
100 pounds cane sugar
14 pounds cane sugar
.
.(
BO
pounds best Colorado potatoes
20 pounds pure lard
10 pounds pure lard
,
5 pounds pure lard
3 pounds pur
lard
20 pounds compound
10 pounds compound
6 pounds compound
3 pounds compound
Standard hams
Standard bacon
,
2 cans Eureka peas
Splendid value.
3 cans Leader peas
3 cans Independence beans
60
25

$1.66
80c

1.5U

t

75c
J6.25
$1.00

,

$6.45
$1.00
$1.50
$2.80
$1.35

70c
45c
$2.10

,..$1.15
6oe
35c
17c
18c
25c

100

Bars Lights House Soap
Bars Diamond C Soap
Bars Diamond C Soap
Bars Sunny Monday
Bars Crystal White
Pearline
Bars

25G
$3.01

6

100

3
25
4

Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

.25c
.25c

25c

8

25C
. .

.$4.00

City Soda Crackers

Graham Crackers
Light House Wafers
Lemon Cream Biscuits
Cream Toast

25c

pounds Mexican beans
pounds Buckwheat Flour

25c

$13.50
FROM TUESDAY

I4TH TO SATURDAY

15
14

1Aji)

$1 00
25C

25c
25c
25c
,v.v

-

3()c
45c

30c
eoc

,

.C5C

,

REDUCTION
SALE AT

I8TR.

AT THE HUB

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

GREENBERGER'S

uvu contest opens tonight. Be sure
and vote for your playmate or little
American dance at Rosenthal hall
COLD WEATHER CAUSES
sister. One vote with each child's ad tonight
mission.
or
the
Browne
Photoplay
Regular dance at Armory
LOSS TO THE RANCHERS
weno:
night. Flynn will be there.
where
are you going?
To the White Kitchen to get a
good
5c meal. Home cooking.
We have just what you want in THE LAMBS ARE REPORTED
TO
Open day
and night.
high shoes. $3.50 to $5,00 at TaichBE DYING OFF RAPIDLY
ON
ert's, Douglas avenue.
ACCOUNT OF SNOW
There Is no business as profitable
or none so healthful as stock
Gross Kelly and Company sent out
It is anticipated that the sheepmen
farming
in the mountains. I have several
12 aheepherders today to Wyoming
of northern New Mexico have suffergood
stock ranches for sale very cheap. K. to tend sheep In that state.
ed severe losses on account of the
J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln avenue, Bast
snow and cold weather which un
Las Vegas, N. M.
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth doubted ly has caused 'the death of a
street. Must be sold In the next 30 large number of young lambs. Re
A marriage license was Issued yes- days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond. ports from the
country today were
terday at the court house to Filome-nmeager but those that came In were
Lost Plain gold locket with mono discouraging. Harry W. Kelly of
Gurule, aged 19, of Las Manue-litas-,
and baby's picture in- Gross, Kelly and Company talked over
and Cesarlo Sena, aged 26, of gram, R. J.
side. Return to Mrs. C. A. Spiess and the
Sapello.
telephone with people in various
receive reward.
parts of the county and was informed
Ludwig William Ilfeld declares that
that the damage will be considerable.
the new bell placed In the city hall
Why pay rent when you can own Other business houses have received
fumiay morning weighs 950 pounds your own home for a small Invest, the same reports.
instead of 300, as has been stated; ment with easy terms on deferred payThough the spring had been back
that its cost is $325 and not S37K- ments? See F. J. Wesner.
ward the lamb crop this year was
that it was put in place by himself
to be large. Many ranch
Twelve cars of sheep, the first of expected
and Nick Hilgers, assisted by nine
men had reported from 75 to '90 per
workmen, and not by the fire depart a consignment of 140 cars, en route cent a few days ago. The cold and
from Mexico to Black Foot, Mont.,
ment.
snow, however, caught the young
passed through Las Vegas today.
lambs when too weak to withstand the
The regular monthly meeting of the
of an unexpected winter. Se- rigors
Catcher Burnham Smith, one of the
board of directors of the Las Vegas
cundino Romero, who is on his ranch
Commercial club will be held tonight. finds" of the Maroons last season, at El Cuervo, reports that most of his
a
On this occasion Dr. John D. Hess, who was signed to play with the
lambs are safe. Mr. Romero has covWestern
club
this
year
league
who recently resigned as secretary
ered sheds and plenty of feed and his
of the club, will make his final report by Manager Dale Gear, and who play lambs are
doing exceptionally well
and George Fleming, his successor, ed in several games since the seasol me ranenmen wno nave little or no
will take charge of the office. Other opened, has been farmed ouu Smith, shelter and whose flocks are
running
important business will be brought while he showed class and did effec- on the range, will suffer large losses,
no
was
tive
to
with
form
work,
up
before the meeting and a large atIs Mr. Romero's opinion.
the stick and Manager Gear sent hln
tendance of members is desired.
to the Manhattan club In the Central
In the past 24 hours the precipitaWhile driving a cow a short dis- Kansas league under an optional tion as registered at the Normal Uni
tance south of French, Colfax county, agreement He may be recalled at versity volunteer weather station
Matt G. Keenan, cattle inspector, met pleasure of the Topeka management. amounts to 1.10 inches. The snowfall
Smith's friend In this city hoped he today was 3.5 Inches, which, added to
recently with a serious acciden
would make good in the Western that of
yesterday morning, amount
through his horse stumbling by step
had the making of to 6 inches. The thermometer this
ping In a hole, throwing him violently league believing he
to the ground. He lay unconscious of a second Chief Meyers.
morning at 8 o'clock registered 31 de
on the priarie for 15 or 20 minutes
grees, which is the lowest this month
No doubt between now and July 4, ine weatner man nas propnesiea a
being alone, and when he regained
consciousness, got on his horso. when Johnson and Flynn meet in bat- clear sky and rising temperature for
which was standing a short distance tle for the heavyweight championship tomorrow, which, after the touch of
away, and rode to French. Keenan is of the world, there will be many ridi- winter weather of the past two days,
a frequent visitor in Las Vegas and culous bets placed on the outcome of will be a welcome change.
the bout, but it is doubtful if any will
is well known here.
The big
be queerer than one placed in Trini
belonging to
dad last Thursday. This bet between Jack Curley, promoter of the Johnson- Ed Sipe and "Brock," porter of the Flynn bout, arrived this
afternoon
Coronado bar, however, is as good as from Chicago and will be unloaded In
1i9
11
a small life Insurance policy and snot the morning. The oar is an $8,000
to be sneered at. A Trinidad paper of Benz, and Curley and his friends will
no doubt burn up the road between
Friday says:
"The first of the crop of crazy Las Vegas and Flynn's training quarbets that will be the outcome of the ters at the Hot Springs.
hat-ti- e
period before the Johnson-FlynOld papers for sale. Optic office.
In Las Vegas July 4, is one which
Who first experiences the
was made last night between Ed Sipe
and "Brock," the porter at the Corohne quality of our laundry
nado bar. Should Johnson win the
work. After a while he gets
great battle Sipe Js to bury "Brock"
when he dies with the most expenused to it and expects perfect
sive funeral he can produce absolutelaundering from us aa a matter
ly free of charge. Should Flynn win,
"Brock" Is to pay Sipe for the same
of course. And he is never
kind of a funeral and dies as soon as
disappointed. We do good work
convenient."
first, last and all the time. Send
WOOL PRfCES STEADY
us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
14. A
Boston, May
moderate
and you'll be nappy in your
amount of business is reported in domestic wool with prices holding stealinen ever after.
dy, and Interest in the new clip sub
siding. Trading in large lots is confined to territory stock, both old and
new. Old terrtory fine staple brings
63 to 65 cents cleaned, while old Texas 12 months sells at about 52 to 53
cents. High prices are reported in
fleece wools and it Is said that. 24
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
cents has been paid fortmedium-cliip- s
on the cars. Pulled wool is very dull.
a

-

FOR WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY
Corral"! H,rt Schiffner It Mir

-

15

16

I8TH

17

We have found by experience
that a straight discount is the
best method whereby our customer may receive the greatest benefit from a REDUCTION
SALE and owing to an over
stock of merchandise we have
decided to give you 25 PER
CENT DISCOUNT on all Men's
and Boys Suits, This includes
all our new spring goods HART,
SCHAPFNER AND MARX
included.
We also are going to give for
these 4 days 20 PER CENT
DISCOUNT ON ALL CHILD-REN- S
SUITS.
GREENBERGER'S
THE ONLY STORE IN THE CITY HANDLING

HIGH GRADE

SUITS FOR MEN.

"

7

"

'

n

n

FRESH

The Home Of The Best Of Everything Eatable

.350
25c

SUNNY

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IRON.

Lets Vegas Light & Power Co.

BROOK

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

RANCH

15c

15c

B

25C

25c
25c
17c

Flowers by Telegraph.

fl25
65C

40c
90C

..50c
30c

FOR GASH ONLY, MAY IB 16 17th
&

Any Suit in the House

Happy Man

J. H. Stearns, H52i

At The Graaf

Keep your feet dry. A lot of $3.50
and $4.00 shoes on account or Broken
sizes for $2.78 at Taichert's.

25

PER CENT

sa

fl.m

pounds beet sugar
pounds cane sugar
8 pounds potatoes
6 pounds Mexican beans
3 packages Macaroni
3 packages Spagetti
4
3 packages Vermicilll
.--l pUund mixed tea
1 65c bottle of Richelieu salad
....
dressing
1 40c bottle of lemon extract
A
1 3 jound jar Heinz preserves,
blaekberry
1 3 pound Jar Heinz preserves,
raspber
1 3 pound jar Heinz preserves,"
Damson
,
1 32 ounce jar pure fruit apple butter
w
1 25c can table apples
1 25c box toilet soap
7 bars tar soap
8 bars Diamond C soap
8 bags salt
j
Standard Breakfast bacon, by the side, per pound
Pure lard, large palls
Pure lard, medium pails
Pure lard, small palls
Compound lard, large palls
Compound lard, medium pails
,
Compound lard, small pails

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dennis are now
residing in the Wells Fargo building.

DAYS ONLY

S-- ,

$1.55
80c

,

Macaroni
Vermacelll
Spaghetti
Spaghetti
Noodles

5

FOR

Hayward Co, Store

Through our connections with other florists, we are able
to deliver fresh flowers anywhere in the United States on a few
hours notice. Remember this when joy or sorrow visits a distant friend or relative.'

333

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

,2I

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

AT

Boucher's
The Store of Satisfaction"

The Famous Taylor Nursery Bed
i.

C. J0HNSEN
r-

4

-

SON, Local Agents
,

-

